The easy multi-carrier
shipping solution
Let us introduce you to EasyPost, your simple shipping partner. We provide
the building blocks for thousands of companies, both small and large, to take
their shipping to new heights. And you can achieve the same with our suite
of APIs designed to make logistics easier every step of the way–from order
placement to delivery and beyond.

Say hello to our suite of shipping APIs.

Powered by EasyPost.

Address Verification

SmartRate

Confirm the accuracy of addresses
across the globe to improve
deliverability with CASS-certified
verification.

Use EasyPost’s highly accurate
time-in-transit estimates when
live rating shipments.

Shipping

Carbon Offset

Start printing labels in minutes with
over 100 domestic, international,
regional, and same-day carriers.

Calculate carbon emissions from
parcel delivery and purchase
offsets to neutralize impact.

Tracking

Insurance

Get real-time shipment updates
through custom branded tracking
pages and webhook notifications.

Protect your packages against
damage, loss, or theft across all
carriers, service levels, and countries.

and more

Built to deliver.
Don’t just take our word for it. The numbers speak for themselves.

93%

99.99%

88%

1

billion
of US households have
received our shipments

API uptime — the most reliable
in the industry

discount on shipping
for all customers

shipments created through
EasyPost

As well as 200+ countries
and territories

More dependable than Stamps.
com, Endicia and Pitney Bowes

Take advantage
of exclusive rates

Shipped by our network
of 100+ carriers

With EasyPost, when you ship, you save.
It’s that simple.
Discounted rates
Access exclusive discounted rates with major carriers
like USPS, FedEx, UPS, DHL, and many more without
contracts, fees, or volume minimums.

100+ carriers.
Including regional, same-day, last-mile,
and more coverage options.

Optimized rate shopping
SmartRate’s optimization engine analyzes over a billion
historical shipments to identify the cheapest rate that
will get your shipment to its destination on time.
Reduce customer support tickets
Use EasyPost’s affordable insurance to reduce time
spent on customer escalations and keep customers.
Shop PC Postage
As one of three PC Postage providers in the world,
EasyPost users can access USPS Commercial Plus
Pricing for free and print USPS labels even when their
servers are down.

and more

By developers, for developers.
Scalability

Seamless implementation

EasyPost’s APIs are designed to scale up to meet the
needs of the largest enterprise shippers during the peak
season without delays, bottlenecks, or outages.

Our comprehensive client libraries support all of our API
features across all major languages including C#, Go,
Java, Node.js, PHP, Python, and Ruby.

Reliability

Support

Ship packages around the clock with EasyPost’s 99.99%
uptime–the most reliable in the industry.

Our technical support team is staffed with engineers
who can efficiently respond to technical questions and
boasts a customer satisfaction score (CSAT) above 90%.

Ready to take your shipping to the next level?
For more information, visit EasyPost.com or email us at sales@easypost.com.

